Ensuring a safe and positive experience

Safety Precautions

- Respect protocols with regard to Social Distancing (as required)
- Wear close-toed shoes with traction for slippery or uneven ground
- Never use ladders or step-up devices, pick at an arm’s length
- Inform the Pick or Farm Boss and call 911 if a medical emergency arises
- Seek guidance from the Pick or Farm Boss, when in doubt
- Handle all produce with care
- Assess produce to avoid bruised or damaged, broken skin and leaves
- Take necessary precautions to protect from sun
- Always bring water and stay hydrated
- Watch for overhanging electrical wires, sprinkler heads and tree straps
- Remain outside on the property unless restroom access has been granted
- Respect trees and avoid the unnecessary severing of branches
- Handle tools with care and in consideration of others
- Clean up after myself and always return tools or supplies to staging area

Safe Atmosphere

- Help and be of help to my fellow volunteers
- Respect the direction of Pick Boss and be respectful of Homeowner
- Refrain from any discriminatory or hostile behavior
- Listen to fellow volunteers and respect physical and personal boundaries
- Report concerns or issues to ProduceGood management
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